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Why did the arts end up as your method
to analyze and negotiate with the world?

frida sandström:

gülsün karamustafa: I am sitting in my studio and answering
your questions in a gloomy atmosphere in Istanbul. The heavy
snow that covered the whole city for the last weeks left its place
to a grey sky and a muddy environment. The massacre of the
nightclub that we lived through on New Year’s Eve, leaving 39
deaths, is still making us shiver and the news on the television
is saying that the killer has been caught but his links to ISIL
and his accomplices are still being searched. It is the second
assault in two weeks, the other one being at a time when people
were coming out of a football match, killing another group of
39 people and policemen altogether. They immediately remind
me of the Christmas market assault in Berlin and going back
a bit about the Bataclan nightclub attack in Paris again last
year, killing around 90 innocent people. Then I begin to get
a bit more involved with my own past and with my history. I

remember the three military coups since 1960 in Turkey from
which me and some members of my family were highly affected in a negative way either by being interrogated or detained.
To find the strength and courage to stand against them, we all
were thinking that we are not alone and in some other parts of
the world like Argentina, Chile, Greece, at the same time there
are people who share the same fate with us by standing against
a similar injustice. On my own behalf as an artist, aware of
the time that I was living in, I could never stand alien to what
was going on around me. With the opening of Berlin wall in
1989, the changing of the regimes and the shift in paradigms
that brought together the artists from the periphery, through
the last decade of the 20th century I found out that there are
lots of artists who are seeking new methods to analyze and
negotiate with the world.
fs: Your career is very long, and your œuvre embodies the
history of Turkey and the globe. What role would you say
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that history plays in your practice – retrospectively, when you
look back at your work, as well as the way that you may have
affected history with your work?
gk: It is probably because the way I connected myself to the
world around me was not very appreciated as a student in the
Fine Arts Academy in Istanbul where I studied. When I was
graduating, the tendency in the academy was more towards
abstract painting and it was not easy to catch up with the world
within its limits. It was the year 1969 and the world was in
a whirlpool with the 68 Movement that started from Paris
spreading its excitement throughout the world. It was then
that I became engaged in politics. Starting with the similar demands like the Paris movement, for “a better education,” and
a “reform of the teaching systems,” we began to demonstrate.
I was a member of the committee that occupied the school
for one month and began to offer my artistic skills to the daily
demands of the movement as an activist. In that period when
we created posters daily with our simple printing facilities, to
fulfill our wishes on education and other injustices and other
agitprop material excited me more than what I had to deal
with regarding the teaching of abstract painting in school.
This period was very enriching for me for what I will follow
in art in the future. For Turkey things did not work out as we
thought in the beginning and our demands for a better world
were faced with a severe confrontation that later turned out
into a military coup in 1971. Students, workers, a whole lot
of intellectuals were detained and suffered for many years. This
history is closely linked to my own little stories and when you
generalize them they connect themselves to the history of the
world and they can be read easily by the audiences.
fs: You work with several medias and methods, from sculptural
to journalistic methods. How would you say that your daily
practice is and has been outlined? In what way do you use research, conversations, public space and participatory practices?
gk: I am a storyteller. Every time I am attracted to a subject in

order to understand and grab its feeling, I start to work from a
very wide angle. It can be anything related to daily life, a slice
from history or from memory. Sometimes I love to challenge
myself with the histories of the other territories and love to
link them with mine. I am attached to any context that really
impresses me and gives me a space to work on, either with a
fictive or a realistic approach. When I am together with the
idea it leads me to an end where I have to make decisions about
choosing the right media and method for it. Sometimes I start
with a text that impresses me much. A small historical drawing
that I encounter in a book or on the internet like the one I used
in “Presentation of an Early Representation,” which was a slave
market depiction made in 16th Century by a German painter
that can bring in a discussion and be a starting point for me.
Also a personal memory or a childhood photo can trigger a
vast recollection that I can share with a large audience. I always
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leave it to the development of the idea, to which method I
should cling to. There are some video films that I shoot with
my small hand camera but there are also films that require a
film crew and directing. The stories from real life can also be
a starting point for me as well as fictive narration.
I see a soft/smooth depiction of political development not
only in Turkey but in general – when it comes to the position of sovereigns and minorities, in your oeuvre. What I find
spectacular with your work is that you don’t give any space to
the sovereign position, but rather to the minorities – human
or non-human. What would you say about these positions?
Perhaps you don’t make the distinctions, but nevertheless I
want to emphasize the fact that I didn’t experience any male
protagonist in the whole exhibition. What are your thoughts
on this experience?

fs:

This is quite an intriguing question. Yes, of course I also
have intriguing ways that I am dealing with the sovereigns and
minorities in my works. Both positions in many ways, exists
in an intervening way in my projects making the story a bit
more complicated. If you look at Le Visage Turc which consist of three children’s photos from the propaganda magazine
of the Turkish Republic, La Turquie Kamaliste from 1938,
you can get an impression of how the new public would look
like. The more you go into the photos it is possible to find
the resemblances of the national socialist as well as the soviet
socialist imagery in these three photos. On the other hand
to speak about the colourful and naive world of a small girl
who grew up in the shadow of the grey colossal Hanak and
Thorax statues that were commissioned by Ataturk in Ankara
does not stand as an innocent story. The child dancing in the
small film that I show in the space is borrowed from British
Pathe Historical archive for the project and sure is a semi-biographical character but that contributes much to the context.

gk:

fs: You have been and are still working in a risk-zone when
it comes to political and artistic practice – something which
also affects the way in which we are communicating here.
Meanwhile, your work is not always site-specific, but rather
depicting a global situation, and certainly a Euro-Asian one,
from the Cold War and on. But, in what way do you directly
relate your practice to the local scene in which you are based?
In what way do you call yourself politically active and what
sort of responses do you meet when it comes to your different
activities – historically and nowadays?

It is true that I am still working in a risk-zone since the
time that I started as a young artist and I do not think much
has changed since then. I also think that to deal with those
risks are becoming more difficult since the beginning of the
21st Century as we have more knowledge about what is going
on in our geography and the world and it is bitter to know that
much and find byways to react. I have been productive from

gk:
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the beginning of the 1970s and never separated my art and
my life from each other. I had the constant wish of involving
myself with the reality around me and at the same time I was
trying to find the right balance for my artistic expression. As
an artist and an activist me and my generation had to face a
lot of difficulties that left severe wounds in our lives. Within
the political struggle whenever it was needed, I was there to
contribute with my art as this gave me a great feedback and
push for what I am creating. With the political changes in
the world that also affected the art world in the 1990s like
the fall of Berlin Wall and the end of the Soviet regime. The
Iron Curtain had always stood like a barrier with the world
for a country who is a member of NATO squeezed between
its borders. These new changes gave me the opportunity of
working on a wider international platform but I continued
the strong tie with my own roots by making solo exhibitions
every two years and joining group exhibitions that suited my
attitude in art.
fs: In Memory of a Square from 2005, you are depicting uprisings in public space focusing on the private space – the home,
and the ones who are situated there. The video is silent and
without many actions, apart from the relation to the archive
photos relating to its soft narrative development. What are
your relations to public/private space and what role do these
two spheres play in your artistic practice?

The idea of creating a work on the memory of a square
was something that I thought about for many years. I totally
believe that certain squares in the hearts of cities hide something very special related to their history. My house is situated
very near to Taksim Square which I take as a starting point for
my story for this project. I have nearly seen and participated
in all the events that took place on the very square from the
1950s on. I was a primary school student when the pogrom
against Greek Armenian Jewish minorities took place around
the square and the main shopping street Beyoglu in 1955
so I know how it feels when you witness something terrible
going on a public place from the inside of your private space
where you do not feel secure. This is the feeling that grabs you
when you see this double channel film about the “memory
of a square.” Also this is the feeling that links you to those
in different parts of the world, who have shared the similar
public situations with the similar feelings from their insecure
private places.
Sometimes I very much like to see that some of my old
works are still alive to be linked to the current political situations. “Memory of a Square ” is a good example for it as it
speaks of a large time span. Also it speaks of a very common
situation as in every city in the world there is a square where
a history has been marked. Think of TienanmenTiananmen
Square in China, Tahrir Square in Egypt, Maiydan in Kiev.
The recent history of those city squares isare still present in
our minds. The best comment I received from a foreign viewer

gk:
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after seeing the film was that, he thought of leaving the family
part in its place, but he wanted to change the documentary
part of the film with the footage from his own country, it
would definitely become his own story but the project would
not loose its power at all.
fs: The non-cis-male genders take the main part in your oeuvre

and you treat the notion of queerness in a sense including both
aesthetics, class and economy, locality and of course - gender
and sexual identity. You have also raised these notions in more
theoretical texts, as well as in performative actions and in memorials of persons and contexts. Could you tell me how and
why the question of queerness serves in a context where democratic rights are threatened or neglected? In what way does
the queering of material and times, as well as queer identities
serve as method, as lens and as aesthetic strategy?
I do not plan to work on a theme or context in a pre
planned way but if the theme crosses my way and is worth
dealing with, then it is inevitable for me to leave it aside. While
we were making the Kültür /Gender Project from Istanbul that
was held in Shedhalle Zurich, the exhibition group was mainly
focused on migrant and working women’s issues. At the same
moment there was a continuous attack on transvestites and
transsexuals in a certain neighborhood in Istanbul which was
the victim of gentrification. It was inevitable for me to close
my eyes to reality. What came out was a work that covered
the history of transvestites, transsexuals in the metropolis, and
the hypocritical games played over the issue. The other project
Unconsolidated Visions that was displayed under the balconies
of the Roman Theatre in Sagunto, a town nearby Valencia
was more soft in spirit. I reserved my venue in the exhibition
for the transvestites and the transsexual friends from Valencia
and Istanbul. It became their free zone to present what they
liked. They gave me their photos to be enlarged and printed
as the traditional Spanish decorations under the balconies. Of
course both projects were pointing and enlarging the focus on
the neglected and threatened democratic rights as this theme
repeats itself from time to time also in my other projects.

gk:

fs: Today, the archive has a central role in contemporary art,
and rewritings of history are constantly under work at cultural institutions and within academia. In your oeuvre, you are
working with the archive in many ways: the personal and the
national, the witness and the photograph (of war, as proof, as
revelation), the diaristic and the journalistic. What are your
relations to the notion of the archive?
gk: Yes, the archive is frequently used in contemporary art and

also has an important role in my works. Sometimes archives
create a base for me to work on but later never take place directly in the work. Also there are times that the works totally rely
on the archives like it is with Modernity Unveiled / Interweaving
Histories. In this work I dared to touch a photographic archive

Stills from Memory of a Square, Gülsün Karamustafa, 2005.
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Opposite – Gülsün Karamustafa, First of May (Woman Constantly Sewing Red Flags with Her Sewing Machine), 1977. Painting for poster, mixed media on paper. © Gülsün Karamustafa.

from the end of 1930 that was about a literary campaign that
was held nationwide in Turkey. To fight against illiteracy that
was the main problem of the time, the children were collected
from their villages and gathered in kolhoz like schools where
they were educated together. Starting with helping the building of their schools, they were given an education that would
equal them to the contemporary world. Beside literature to
music, agriculture was not forgotten. That was one of the most
successful programs that the Turkish Republic followed on education until the early 1940s. Later because of political reasons
the schools were closed as they were taken as a threat to the
conservative party’s program that came into power. To go into
the archive of village schools with their foundations permission
and to deal with the photos was extremely exciting.
Working on the second part of this this work, I was at a
residency in Vienna and I had a chance to go into another archive of Margarethe Shütte Lihotsky, the first woman architect
of Austria, the inventor of Frankfurt Kitchen and her story
about fleeing to Istanbul from the rising fascism in Europe.
The small plan that I encountered in her archive that she drew
for the village schools during her stay in Istanbul gave me the
whole inspiration to connect these histories together. What I
am very keen about while I am working with the archives is
the copyrights, permissions and the respect to the ethics of
using the material.
fs: Child protagonists occur quite often in your oeuvre, whether

it comes to the woman and their domestic situations as mothers, or to the children’s situation in a war zone (the jackets with
special pocket for smuggling across borders), children’s memories and notes/drawings. How do you relate to the position of
these small humans in the situations that you encounter and
work with? What role does the young Gülsün play?
In the beginning the whole encounter was very healing
to me. Remembering the stories my grandmother told me,
going through the photographs, to use the language of my
own childhood was a kind of confrontation that gave me great
comfort. Then I began to figure out to what extent I can carry
this material and what kind of a story I can make out of it
that would speak about my own facts but can be shared with
those who has been through the same steps and emotions. My
first work in this sense was Courier. I was invited to a show in
Istanbul by Vasif Kortun with the name of Memory Recollection
It immediately gave me the idea that inspired me from the
migration stories that were told from the history of my family.
Three bodiless children’s vests, carrying the important objects
became a touching war and migration story. Working with the
themes about children is not very easy. You have to take the responsibility and be very careful to keep yourself from any abuse
as it is a very delicate subject even if it is your own childhood.

gk:

fs: As mentioned in my previous question, I see a certain materialist practice in your installations, in your performances
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and in your sculptural practice. One example is the way that
the leopard pattern reappears, still very smooth, but clear.
Venus in a Glass Jar is another example. The material which
is found or bought/constructed also has a history; based on
oil or hand-woven. Sold to provide BNP for one country, or
silently breaking a rule by its appearance in public. This also
has a relation to the body, which is being dressed by cloth and
fabric, plastic - moving within rooms and furniture, positioned
as well as the objects, either being an object, objectify or objectifying. What would you say about material – in a (queer)
feminist material sense?
Yes, leopard pattern reappears in my works from time to
time. I witnessed the great rise in the mid 1980s in Istanbul
while the flow of migration from the countryside to the cities
was in its height. I was really enchanted with the scene as it
was very attractive but at the same time I was trying to find out
the reasons why it was so preferable for those who were trying
to adjust their lifestyles to the metropolis they newly settled.
The marketplaces were full of leopard design scarfs dresses also
bed covers sheets and other household fabric as well as wall
carpets. The other thing was the repetitive image of Venus
that are used again by the newcomers as decorative objects in
their extremely poor households. It was also interesting that
this fondness towards this pattern was also the highlight of
the very rich and they were choosing to wear Leopard design
Dior or Givenchy dresses. So I began to think that did not
have much of a class distinction. In my opinion, apart from
its sociological references it also has a great appeal on the human mind and is definitely an object of desire for all, which
I love to refer to in my works whenever I wish to speak about
passion. During the time that I made the film there was so
much of a debate over women’s bodies in Turkey. Some were
defending the hicab and the others were so much against it
and everything was expressed in extremes. For me the symbol
of leopard pattern in this film is rather a symbol for freedom
and fantasy. In my previous answers I talked about the rise of
the love for this specific pattern and starting with this idea I
created a space for women only where they can fulfill their
fantasies and be away from all oppressions. The leopard fantasy
house that two women keep open for those who really wish to
escape their dull and tiring daily lives is a paradise for them.
Anyway in the end we witness that they always return to their
own simple lives to cook for their husbands and children after
a certain hour.

gk:

